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Task B – Analysis of the Situation and Definition of the Training Framework
Deliverables
1. Assessment of the current EMC/EMT training needs
2. Analysis of current and existing training models and educational initiatives for EMC/EMT base on operational team training and assessment of the gaps
3. Definition of the training areas and development of the training framework

Methodology
Researcher categorisation of
requirements into training
modules and cross-reference
with results of desk based review

Round One
Questionnaire
Web-based questionnaire
on training requirements
for EMTs sent to 70
potential expert
participants

Researcher collate results
of expert opinion from
workshop with results of
Round Two

Researcher collate results
of expert opinion from
workshop

Project Consortium
Workshop
Categorisation of training
modules validated and
prioritised by workshop
attendees

Full details of each stage of the methodology can be found in the Report

Round Two
Questionnaire
Web-based questionnaire
sent to Round One
respondents to validate the
results of Project Consortium
Workshop

Proposed
Curriculum
Framework

Findings
The content of the training modules included in the tables below were collated from the results of Round One Questionnaire and the desk basked review.
Table One
Modules to be included in an operational training programme in order of importance as determined by the Project Consortium Workshop
Included by (# of groups)

1

2

3

4

Safety,
Collaborative
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Security, and working
Media
Collaborative
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Risk
(outside the
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working
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Health (team
and
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- Cultural
Awareness

Data
Collection
and
Reporting

Essential
Healthcare

Organisational

Specific

Exit Strategy

Table Two
Modules deemed to be ‘essential’ in an operational training programme in order of agreement as determined by Round Two Questionnaire
100% participant agreement  17% participant agreement
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Conclusions
-

Results of Round One questionnaire largely consistent with existing literatures, and the updated desk based review.
Safety Security and Risk and Collaborative working (inside and outside the team) themes the most important in all findings and consistently reinforced.
Largest discrepancy between attendees of the Project Consortium workshop and Round Two Questionnaire over the importance of Data Collection and
Reporting module. We have included it in the resulting curriculum framework since Round Two of the questionnaire collated more individual’s opinions.
Those in the bottom four of both tables above (Organisational Specific, Exit Strategy) are not included in the resulting curriculum framework.
Project Consortium Workshop concluded that modules covering Humanitarian Systems/International Frameworks, Technical Standards, and Coordination could be safely delivered via online self-study, rather than an operational training programme.

Proposed Curriculum Framework

